


     Sometimes the world needs someone

      special. How that someone is found

      is often a mystery. King Arthur’s

        tale is not one of mystery. When the

        world needed Arthur it found him in a

       magical way, such had never been seen

  before or since...
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         Once upon a time, a thousand years before Christopher

         Columbus sailed to America and when Rome was still

           the greatest city in the world, there lived a brave and

         handsome young man named Arthur. He hailed from a

           town not far from London, where he lived in a castle

          with his father, Sir Ector, and his older brother, Sir Kay.
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            Arthur liked to lie under the trees and gaze up at the

          sky. All about him stood old oaks, like giant guardians

         watching sturdily over the soil where they had grown

          for centuries. Arthur loved listening to the magic of the

         forest; rabbits and squirrels whisking about, a herd of

            brown deer with shy dark eyes passing by, or a flock of

        pheasants with brilliant plumage rising from the bushes.

          Sometimes there was no sound at all except the fluttering

           of leaves or the trembling of violets half buried in green

          moss. In the solitude of the woods, Arthur would dream

       of one day becoming a noble knight.
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               When Arthur wasn’t daydreaming in the woods, he spent many hours of the day training

                to become a knight. Arthur learned to hunt, carry a lance properly, and use a sword

             skillfully. As was common for knights in training, Arthur dutifully served his brother

                 and father as a squire. He was given important tasks, such as caring for their armor and

             accompanying them to tournaments. These skills all combined to teach young squires the

          principles of knighthood: service, courtesy, and humility. Arthur notoriously surpassed

               his fellow squires in all attributes and was known as the most humble, respectful, and

    hardworking of them all.
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